EDAG Engineering CZ, spol. s r.o.
Bondy centrum
Tř. Václava Klementa 1459
CZ – 293 01 MLADÁ BOLESLAV
Kontaktní osoba:
Lenka Oumrtová
Tel: +420 702 151 973
E-mail: hr@edag.cz

WE ARE LOOKING FOR NEW COLLEAGUES FOR POSITION:

TEAM LEADER (M/W) CAE

- Location: Prague - Function area: Vehicle integration

Ref. 2018-009

Enthusiasm for details, state-of-the-art technologies and always an eye for improvement: at EDAG, thoughtful technology
becomes pure emotion. As an independent developer of the major automotive brands in the world, our heart beats for
moving people - professionally, with new ideas, strong in implementation, and on individual career paths.
We require:


You are an engineer specializing in mechanical engineering, civil engineering, automotive engineering or similar, with several years of
professional experience as a calculation engineer



Their background is stiffness / strength or fatigue strength and they have knowledge of common CAE tools, experience in modeling
and structural mechanics analysis



You can use experience in project management to perform experience in employee leadership and development



Your entrepreneurial mindset and communication skills are used in designing your area

Your tasks:


As team leader in CAE you are responsible for the exciting mix of management tasks, project management and customer acquisition



• You lead the team professionally and disciplinarily, take care of the further development and support of the employees and are
responsible for the utilization of the team. To do this, you actively approach new customers and generate new projects with longstanding existing customers



• The projects in your area of responsibility guide you independently, taking into account costs, deadlines and quality, with customer
satisfaction as the highest standard



• To fulfill your tasks in a targeted way, work closely with the department head and other departments. In addition, a large network of
national and international calculation departments is at your disposal

We offer:


Interesting work from pre-development to automotive production



An individual approach to each employee



We emphasize the long-term development of your career



Improvement of soft and hard skills



Interesting financial valuation



Many financial benefits



13th and 14th salary according to the personal development of the employee



Holidays up to 30 business days

Are you interested? Then do not hesitate to contact us on the above contacts!
We look forward to your structured curriculum vitae.

Upozorňujeme:

